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of WA 

Your picks of the places and experiences 
that are truly WA.
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We all know west is best. 
The great weather and endless beaches, the unique wildlife and 
diverse countryside – there’s so much to see and do across our 
beautiful home state. 

But which local places and experiences are truly WA?

As the local name in gas, we asked other Western Australians to 
tell us what they consider to be the best bits about living where 
we live. 

This is the people’s A to Z of WA.
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Augusta, (but shh, don’t tell everyone). 

Tranquil, serene, scenic, bush, beach, 
breathtaking and uninterrupted views. 
Seriously, a place of beauty.

Submitted by Deb F of Withers

The Bibbulmun Track is one of the world’s 
best planned and maintained hiking trails, 
winding its way 1,003km from Kalamunda 
to Albany. 

What would be a five-hour drive can take 
the average hiker eight weeks to complete 
– overnighting through 49 shelters and in 
nine track towns.

Submitted by Arthur W of Mount Lawley

Crayfishing. You can’t live in this wonderful 
state without experiencing the thrill of 
pulling up craypots in the hope of the 
elusive ‘catch of a lifetime’. 

Fresh cray for dinner – nothing better.  

Submitted by Jackson D of Duncraig

Local’s tip 
Feeling hungry? Our blog has plenty of seafood recipes from the Kleenheat Kitchen.
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Dampier means camping, being woken by 
the morning sun, taking the boat out for 
a day of fishing or island hopping, often 
having the entire island to yourself.

Submitted by Serene O of Brentwood

Exmouth is a truly beautiful and calm 
place that makes me feel relaxed and 
comfortable. 

The weather’s always beautiful and the 
beaches and marine life never fail to 
amaze everyone who comes there.

Submitted by Tully J of Hilton

Fringe World. Every year, Northbridge and 
other locations around Perth become a hub 
of creativity and good vibes. 

Seeing families in the heart of Northbridge, 
mixing with people of all ages, celebrating 
the arts and indulging in life is a great 
showcase for how good life can be when 
we celebrate as a community.

Submitted by Andrew M of Karrinyup

Local’s tip 
Kleenheat’s proud to support all the fun and flair of FRINGE WORLD – WA’s biggest entertainment event!
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Geraldton wax, which in spring blooms 
gloriously everywhere, signals the cold 
weather is coming to an end and summer’s 
just around the corner!

Submitted by Shaani R of Bertram

Home. As an immigrant, it’s a privilege 
to call WA home. Coming from a third 
world country with almost no means or 
opportunity, I feel like I’ve now made it 
with our own home and a baby on his way. 
All is good in WA :)

Submitted by Rajeev S or Redcliffe

The Indiana Teahouse at Cottesloe Beach is 
truly famous WA structure that sits proudly 
overlooking the Indian Ocean, where so 
many locals flock to enjoy the sun, sand 
and surf.

Kleenheat staff pick 

Local’s tip Visit our blog for tips on bringing native Aussie flavours into your garden.
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Jurien Bay is great for ocean swimming, 
desert and bush exploring and, of course, 
the Pinnacles.

Submitted by Belinda B of Ballajura

Kalbarri is an amazing place of serenity 
and relaxation. The skywalk and national 
park attractions are an absolute must 
in WA, plus you get the bonus treat of 
coastline views.

Submitted by Steven L of Ellenbrook

Ledge Point. This sleepy fisherman’s village 
just 1.5hrs north of Perth offers never 
ending coastline to keep you entertained. 

I’ve visited with family since I was a kid, and 
some of my favourite WA memories were 
made fishing, exploring nature and making 
memories with the people I love.

Submitted by Jacinta B of Joondanna
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Margaret River. We love visiting the small 
businesses along the main strip whether 
going out for dinner or getting a coffee. The 
locals are so friendly and it’s a pleasure 
visiting and getting to know them.

Submitted by Skye G of Piara Waters

The numbat is the mammal emblem of 
WA and seriously cute. As one of the few 
mammals active during the daytime, they 
can eat up to 20,000 termites a day. 

Unfortunately, the numbat is on the 
endangered list mainly due to feral cats 
and foxes – so let’s look after them!

Submitted by Kylie T of Landsdale

Orchids. The range of colours, shape and 
diversity of terrain that these beautiful 
flowers occupy in WA is impressive. 

They give endless hours of fun hunting, 
identifying and studying these spectacular 
plants.

Submitted by Heather B of West Busselton

Local’s tip Visit our blog for blooming good advice on setting your garden up for success.
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Perth Stadium. A celebration of our 
indigenous history combined with state 
of the art modern amenities, this venue 
represents the changing attitudes and 
culture of Western Australians and the 
world. 

Submitted by Jay P of Morley

Quobba is just 25km from Carnarvon, with 
a coastline offering amazing snorkelling 
and fishing. 

It’s where you’ll experience the famous 
blow holes, while local wildlife roams its 
campsites. Quobba is one of WA’s truly 
special experiences.

Submitted by Misty C of Erskine

Road trips. Nothing’s better than loading 
the kids into the car with the camping gear 
and hitting the open road to somewhere 
remote. 

WA has so many great towns to discover, so 
get out and explore the state by road!

Submitted by Trent W of Clarkson 

Local’s tip 
Head to our blog for more road trip destinations and 

advice. 
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Our iconic Swan River is not only 
representative of our indigenous heritage and 
the life it brings to the city, but personally it 
also holds so many wonderful memories from 
my childhood through to adulthood. 

Whether it’s spending hours walking bridge to 
bridge with friends or attending the Skyworks 
on Australia Day, WA loves celebrating life 
around our beautiful river!

Submitted by Belinda J of Thornlie

Telethon unites everyone living in Western 
Australia. We come together to raise 
money that helps save and improve lives 
through research and equipment aiding 
kids all over Australia and the world.

Submitted by Stan Z of High Wycombe

Once upon a time, Useless Loop was a 
white salt mountain offering some of the 
world’s purest salt. 

Today, there’s no public access but a 4WD 
will get you close – or you can see it from a 
scenic flight over Shark Bay.

Kleenheat staff pick

Local’s tip 
Turn popcorn into positive change by supporting Telethon Community Cinemas.
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Denmark’s Valley of the Giants, the towering 
canopy in WA’s majestic Great Southern 
Forest, is a reminder to ensure old growth 
forests are protected for generations ahead. 

Submitted by Megan T of Cowaramup

Whale watching in Geographe Bay. 

Whether you’re out on a tour in the 
beautiful waters or taking the Cape 
Naturalist Whale Trail to the lookout to 
watch these magnificent mammals, we 
count ourselves blessed to see them on 
their migration from such a beautiful 
location.

Submitted by Rochelle J of Hamel

Xanthorrhoea (or grass trees) are a 
stunning architectural native. 

They’re a resilient plant that will grow 
in WA’s poor soil, laughs in the face of 
bushfires, is part of Aboriginal culture and 
truly Australian. I love them.

Submitted by Vanessa W of Carey Park
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York is close enough for a short stay, but 
also feels a world away from the city. I love 
the canola fields of bright yellow with the 
backdrop of lush green grass. 

There’s so much to see and do in this town 
immersed in history, with the charm of old 
buildings and friendly locals making it hard 
to leave after a break away. 

Submitted by Rebecca L of Gosnells

I love the Z Bend lookout in Kalbarri. The 
river trail takes you to the most amazing 
scenery and there’s never anyone else 
there!

Submitted by Paul G of Manning
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Local people, local 
support, local value. 
That’s truly WA.
Everyone loves that local feeling – the people, places and 
experiences that make WA a truly great place to call home.

Being a WA born and bred company means we’re here 
to support our home state with real ongoing value and 
reliable local support.

Choose local, choose Kleenheat. 

kleenheat.com.au
13 21 80


